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1. Executive Summary 

The purpose of the report is to assist the Principal of Lillian Street Elementary School 
(“LSE”) on her decision on whether to hire more teachers with the goal of reducing class size. 
After a careful review of the school’s characteristics and the costs and benefits of such decision, 
it is my recommendation (1) not to invest in hiring new teachers, or alternatively, (2) to execute 
the decision only for the very first-year students.  

 
The main findings that led to the recommendations are as follow: 
• Overall test scores are expected to increase by 0.08 points if the decision were to be 

executed; 
• However, the cost of hiring new teachers would be about $517,147 a year, which means 

the school needs to increase the current per-student expenses by 13%;  
• There would also be other costs incurred due to the need for new classrooms.  

2. The Current State of Lillian Street Elementary 

The section aims to capture the current state of LSE in terms of its academic 
performance, student-teacher ratio and student demographics. In summary, LSE students 
perform worse than the district and state average; Its student-teacher ratio is higher than the 
district average but lower than the state average. Also, LSE’s student body mostly comprises 
of Hispanic populations and 97% of the students are from economically disadvantageous 
backgrounds. The area median income is lower than the state and the district levels (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Comparison of Means across State, District, and LSE 

Variable California Los Angeles Unified 
School District 

Lillian Street 
Elementary 

Test Score 752.13 742.72 717.1 
Math Score 389.44 385.79 365.9 
ELA Score 362.69 356.93 351.2 
Student-Teacher Ratio 23.64 20.37 22.52 

Free or Reduced Price Meals 
(%) 

0.63 0.75 0.97 

Free Meals (%) 0.54 0.68 0.87 
Black (%) 0.06 0.10 0.007 
Hispanic (%) 0.55 0.71 0.992 
White (%) 0.23 0.12 0 
Teacher Salary ($) 68604.20 68953 68953 
Median Area Income ($) 28074.46 24350.18 16665 
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3. Benefits and Costs of Smaller-Class Size 

 What is the general consensus on the classroom-size effect on students’ test 
performance? Studies have shown mixed results on the effect of small class size and test 
scores. However, studies that employed the Tennessee STAR experiment data, which is the 
largest randomized control experiment on the topic to date, generally agree that smaller class 
size does help boost students’ test scores (See Krueger, 1999). 

   Why would this mechanism work? There are largely three reasons. First, a lower pupil-
teacher ratio can boost classroom interaction among the teacher and students. Second, it 
lowers administrative workloads for teachers, allowing them to give more thorough feedback 
on each student. Finally, it helps teachers to discipline students (Finn & Achilles, 1990).   

 Thus, the reason why smaller classes can be effective in learning outcomes is because 
it allows environments that are correlated with better performance. This implies that if 
reduction in classroom size is not accompanied by change in instructional strategies, the 
benefits of it can be outweighed by the costs (Graue, Hatch, Rao, & Oen, 2007).  

Studies also show that class-size reduction might have unintended consequences. For 
instance, Graue et al. (2007) has noted that class-size reduction requires hiring more teachers 
and adding more classrooms. The costs are not negligible, so schools tend to fund the costs by 
downsizing computer labs and libraries. The study notes that this can affect students’ 
performance particularly in schools in a low-income area with a higher percentage of ESL 
students. Therefore, the decision of downsizing class size requires thorough cost-and-benefit 
analyses.  

4. Regression Analysis 

The analysis employs data for 3,932 Californian elementary schools in order to estimate 
the causal impact of class-size reduction on students’ learning outcomes. The regression 
model is a linear-linear OLS model. The variable for class-size is the student-teacher ratio 
(!"#$).	Following Krueger’s findings (1999) that class-size reduction  is more effective in 
schools with higher black populations and economically disadvantage students, the model 
includes two interaction terms for the fraction of black populations (!"#$ × )*+,-$)	and the 
fraction of students receiving lunch subsidies ( !"#$ × .#//$) . The model includes other 
characteristics on the district and school levels (0$) as well. The model is specified as follows:  

 
"/!"!,1#/$ = 34 +	36!"#$ + 37!"#$ × )*+,-$ + 38!"#$ × .#//$ + 390$ 

 
The analysis also includes Model 2, which uses the fraction of (non-) White populations as 

a proxy variable for the Black variable. The rationale is as follow. One reason for why a lower 
student-teacher ratio is more effective among Black populations is likely related to the 
diminishing marginal benefits concept: Since the populations tend to have low test scores, 
additional attention yields higher marginal benefits than other ethnic groups. In this regard, it 
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can be reasoned that schools with Hispanic populations, which also tend to perform lower than 
other ethnic groups, can see higher yields from the class-size reduction. 

This is important because LSE has 99% of Hispanic populations and has only 0.07% of 
Black populations. Thus, Model 1 might not capture the “minority premium” in implementing 
the small-classroom policy. Indeed, Model 2 shows that the sign of the White interaction term 
is positive, indicating that the effect of class-room reduction is higher in schools heavy with 
minority populations (Table 1). Specifically, the results show that if LES decreases the pupil-
teacher ratio by one, the total score outcome will be increased by 0.02 points.1 Note that if LES 
were to be a school with dominantly White populations, the effect would be a 1-point decrease2 
in the average total score.  
 

Table 2. Regression Results 
VARIABLES Model 1 Model 2 
   
Student-Teacher Ratio 2.750*** 2.043*** 
 (0.693) (0.757) 
Student-Teacher Ratio X Black 0.172  
 (1.555)  
Student-Teacher Ratio X Free Meals -2.757*** -2.087*** 

 (0.680) (0.733) 
Student-Teacher Ratio X White  1.018** 
  (0.459) 
Constant 856.9*** 847.4*** 
 (99.42) (99.27) 
   
Observations 3,932 3,932 
R-squared 0.623 0.624 
1. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
2. Control variables (0$) have been omitted.  

5. Cost and Benefit Analysis 

LSE’s current pupil-teacher ratio is 22.52. In order to achieve a small class-room setting, 
the school needs to reduce the ratio to 183, meaning there should be five less students in each 
class. Based on the regression results, the benefit of the reduction would be 0.1 points 
4increase in the average total score. Clearly, the magnitude is not practically significant.  

 
1 2.043 − 2.087 × 0.968 + 1.018 × 0 = 0.02 
2 2.043 − 2.087 × 0.968 + 1.018 × 1 = −1.04 
3 The definition of “small” size follows the Tennessee STAR experiment setup.  
4 0.02 × 5 = 0.1 
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What about the costs? Currently, there are 608 students enrolled in LSE. The school would 
need to reduce 5 students per teacher to achieve the desirable class size. As there are 27 
teachers in LSE, this means 135 students need to be relocated. This implies that the school 
needs to hire 7.5 (135÷18) more teachers. Note that per-teacher salary is $68,953, so the costs 
incurred from the salary range from $482,671 to $551,624 per year. Then the additional 
expenditure per student would be $850. Considering that the current expenditure per pupil in 
the LAUSD district is $6,564 per year, this indicates the policy would incur about 13% increase 
in per-pupil expenditure. Note the costs did not consider expenditure from building more 
classrooms.  

6. Recommendation 

 As illustrated above, the benefits of class-size reduction are little, while the costs are 
not negligible. There are two recommendations. First, as the benefits are outweighed by the 
costs, the school would be better off by not hiring new teachers and exploring other alternatives. 
One way is to modify the current instructional strategies directly with the goal of increasing 
teacher-student interactions.  

Second, LSE is heavy in ESL and economically disadvantageous students, and based on 
the past studies and the regression results, the effectiveness of smaller class-size is higher in 
schools with minorities and students from low-income backgrounds (Graue et al., 2007). Plus, 
studies have shown that it works especially better for students in their earlier years (Graue et 
al., 2007). Thus, it can be considered that the school only uses a small-classroom setting for 
this student group, though we are not able to empirically test this hypothesis using the given 
data set.  
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EC 207 - HW 4 11/14/19, 2:28 PM

1   * EC 207 
2   * Yujin Kim Ang
3   
4   * My client is the principal of Lillian Street Elementary
5   
6   * Summary Statistics
7   
8   tabstat testscore math_score elarts_score str_s frpm_frac_s 

freem_frac_s re_baa_frac_s /// 
9   re_hl_frac_s re_wht_frac_s te_fte_s te_salary_avg_d med_income_z, s

(mean sd min max) c(s)
10   
11   tabstat testscore math_score elarts_score str_s frpm_frac_s 

freem_frac_s re_baa_frac_s /// 
12   re_hl_frac_s re_wht_frac_s te_fte_s te_salary_avg_d med_income_z if

 districtname == "Los Angeles Unified", s(mean sd min max) c(s)
13   
14   tabstat testscore math_score elarts_score str_s frpm_frac_s 

freem_frac_s re_baa_frac_s /// 
15   re_hl_frac_s re_wht_frac_s te_fte_s te_salary_avg_d med_income_z if

 schoolcode == 6017875, s(mean sd min max) c(s)
16   
17   * Model
18   
19   gen med_income_1000 = med_income/1000
20   
21   twoway (scatter testscore str_s)(lfit testscore str_s)
22   
23   hist testscore
24   
25   * Interaction Term - Based on Black and Free Meal (Based on Krueger)
26   
27   gen str_black = str_s*re_baa_frac_s
28   gen str_free = str_s*frpm_frac_s
29   gen str_hispanic = str_s*re_hl_frac_s
30   gen str_asian = str_s*re_asian_frac_s
31   
32   * Model 1 - Black Interaction
33    
34   reg testscore str_s str_black str_free frpm_frac_s enrollment_s 

ell_frac_s fep_frac_s re_hl_frac_s re_baa_frac_s ///
35   re_asian_frac_s te_1yr_frac_s te_2yr_frac_s te_fte_s te_avgyr_s 

unified_d exp_1000_1999_d ///
36   exp_2000_2999_d exp_3000_3999_d exp_4000_4999_d exp_5000_5999_d 

exp_6000_6999_d exp_7000_7999_d exp_8000_8999_d /// 
37   expoc_1000_1999_d expoc_2000_2999_d expoc_3000_3999_d 

expoc_4000_4999_d expoc_5000_5999_d age_frac_1_4_z ///
38   age_frac_5_17_z age_frac_18_24_z age_frac_25_34_z age_frac_35_44_z 
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age_frac_45_54_z age_frac_55_64_z ///
39   age_frac_75_older_z sex_frac_male_z ms_frac_never_married_z /// 
40   ms_frac_now_married_z ms_frac_now_divorced_z ed_frac_lt_hs_z 

ed_frac_hs_z ///
41   ed_frac_sc_z ed_frac_ba_z hs_frac_rent_z med_income_1000 

moved_frac_samecounty_z ///
42   moved_frac_difcounty_z moved_frac_difstate_z moved_frac_abroad_z 

te_tot_fte_rat_s la_unified_d sd_unified_d charter_s 
ada_enrollment_ratio_d

43   
44   outreg2 using myreg.doc, replace ctitle(Model1)
45   
46   * Model 2 - White Interaction
47   
48   gen str_white = str_s*re_wht_frac_s
49   reg testscore str_s str_white str_free frpm_frac_s enrollment_s 

ell_frac_s fep_frac_s re_hl_frac_s re_baa_frac_s ///
50   re_asian_frac_s te_1yr_frac_s te_2yr_frac_s te_fte_s te_avgyr_s 

unified_d exp_1000_1999_d ///
51   exp_2000_2999_d exp_3000_3999_d exp_4000_4999_d exp_5000_5999_d 

exp_6000_6999_d exp_7000_7999_d exp_8000_8999_d /// 
52   expoc_1000_1999_d expoc_2000_2999_d expoc_3000_3999_d 

expoc_4000_4999_d expoc_5000_5999_d age_frac_1_4_z ///
53   age_frac_5_17_z age_frac_18_24_z age_frac_25_34_z age_frac_35_44_z 

age_frac_45_54_z age_frac_55_64_z ///
54   age_frac_75_older_z sex_frac_male_z ms_frac_never_married_z /// 
55   ms_frac_now_married_z ms_frac_now_divorced_z ed_frac_lt_hs_z 

ed_frac_hs_z ///
56   ed_frac_sc_z ed_frac_ba_z hs_frac_rent_z med_income_1000 

moved_frac_samecounty_z ///
57   moved_frac_difcounty_z moved_frac_difstate_z moved_frac_abroad_z 

te_tot_fte_rat_s la_unified_d sd_unified_d charter_s 
ada_enrollment_ratio_d

58   
59   outreg2 using myreg.doc, append ctitle(Model2)
60   
61   
62   ssc install outreg2
63   
64   
65   


